
There’s nothing like looking out at the vastness of the ocean to help one gain a little 
perspective as to how small and vulnerable we actually are. I had plenty of time to 
contemplate my vulnerability and one wild and precious life when I met my friends, 
Amanda and Mike, in Costa Rica 5 years ago this week.  Before settling down and 
starting a family, the two of them, newly married, were on a sailing excursion around the 
United States. They started out in the Great Lakes, went down along the east coast, 
through the Panama canal, and made their way up the coastline of Central America to 
their final destination in San Francisco. Again, I met them in Costa Rica for that leg of 
their journey.   
 

In a sailboat, the crew is subject to the whims of the water affected by the weather and 
the tides.  Papagayos are strong northerly winds that pick up speed when funneling 
between the mountain gap between the Caribbean and the Pacific coastlines.  We had 
to be on the lookout for those.  Then there are those rogue waves, giant swells, and 
thunderstorms that seem to come out of nowhere due to tidal shifts and the wondrous 
workings of atmospheric pressure.  One minute it’s sunny and calm.  The next minute 
you’re readying to brace yourself as dark clouds swirl overhead and water splashes up 
and curls all around you due to something unforeseen.    
 

We motored twice by night to maximize daytime exploration and reach our desired 
destinations along the coastline.  We would have sailed but there wasn’t enough wind to 
make progress at times.  We’d take turns keeping watch at four-hour 
intervals.  Sailboats don’t motor very fast--perhaps 5 nautical miles per hour.  Even in 
calm seas the rocking due to the slowness takes some getting used to.  My friends had 
a bucket named Ralph on the boat for those occasions when the rocking got the best of 
newcomers like me.  Ralph and I grew acquainted with each other a couple of 
times.  It’s interesting how our bodies react when the horizon seems unsteady or we 
lose sight of it completely.   
 

Also, boats don’t have headlights nor is there a secure route a crew can take at night, 
like a highway.  Rather, sailors depend on their instruments and plotting techniques to 
navigate the waters.  I knew this but never have I felt so out of control as I did on those 
nights.  What if we ran into something?  A giant rock, a landmass, another boat, a 
humpback whale?!  Oh, the times I prayed for our safety…  
 

But I also had plenty of time to marvel at the wonder of God’s vast creation and also 
give thanks for the opportunity to experience all that was in front of me.  At night, 
bioluminescent microorganisms in the water would light up the waves as they swirled 
and hit the hull of our boat.  Dolphins would cruise alongside us at night sometimes. 
You couldn’t make out their form completely, but you knew they were there when a flash 
of light would appear on the water as their dorsal fins breached the surface. You’d then 
see a quick squiggle of light from the bioluminescence in the water as they weaved and 
swerved below us and around us. It was all very breathtaking.   
 

I felt vulnerable and at peace all at the same time.  Spending time in the tension 
between feeling out of control and also feeling empowered or completely in God’s 



hands got me thinking a lot about today’s gospel text this morning.  We live in this 
tension a lot as Christians.  We feel vulnerable and at risk all the time and too often.  On 
the other hand, on days like today, we’re also reminded of God’s promises in Christ. 
Jesus is our Good Shepherd. Christ cares for us, protects and guides us, and cancels 
out all fear even though fear continues to beckon us and lull us in. For me, I consider 
this tension to be what sailors call the sweet spot--those times when you’re sailing and 
the wind is pouring into your trimmed sails just enough to lift the massivity of your boat 
to plain over the waters.  No matter the waves, you’re all of a sudden floating.  It’s a 
monumental movement that’s the best feeling in the world.  
 

In our Gospel text this morning, Jesus says, “My sheep hear my voice. I know them, 
and they follow me. I give them eternal life, and they will never perish.”  I know I’m 
stretching it by mixing metaphors today--between us being sheep led by a Good 
Shepherd and that of us being God-dependent sailors on the vast oceans of life, but for 
me they’re one and the same (especially as we prepare to baptize little Layla Jo with 
sprinkles of water that testify to the vastness of God’s love),  We never want to admit 
that we’re sheep who follow or that we’re completely out of control when it comes to the 
whims of the weather (or life, for that matter). But to be dependent on our God, one who 
calls us back into his folds as well as takes us through the stormy seas of life, well this 
is exactly what and where we want to be.  The mystery of life, this tension between 
vulnerability and safety, the sweet spot to which I refer, is exactly where we’re called to 
dwell.  
 

The other day I was listening to a podcast of Rob Bell and Richard Rohr having a 
beautiful discussion.  Rob Bell is a former pastor and founder of Mars Hill Bible Church 
in Michigan and Richard Rohr is a Franciscan Catholic priest. Both are modern 
contemplatives that have some very provocative and meaningful things to say about 
contemporary Christianity.  They talked about a lot of things over the course of the 
podcast but their take on the Trinity also made me think about our theme for today, that 
of Christ filling the role as our Good Shepherd who emulates and makes known the love 
God has for us.  Richard Rohr remarked how God made known in Christ, revealed by 
the Holy Spirit, is confirmation that God is a God of benevolence.  God isn’t the pagan 
Zeus-like figure we often imagine, they said, but rather a God that revealed and reveals 
himself as one who is humble and forgiving--as one who has our best interests at heart, 
like that of a shepherd who looks out for his or her sheep.  
 

Furthermore, they talked about the dance of the three heads of the Trinity as 
movement, a movement more vast than an ocean and one we’re invited into 
daily.  We’re invited into this dance in life, which Rob Bell remarked is the way, the truth, 
and the life referenced in John, chapter 3, verse 16.  God in Christ as the Holy Spirit has 
and is now and forever reshaping and restoring our world.  God in Christ by means of 
the Holy Spirit is warding off evil, offering us hope, and promising us protection.  As 
Christians, we are called to then live into that sweet spot, the movement between the 
tension of feeling completely vulnerable and also that of feeling completely safe 
because, ahhh yes, we’re in God’s hands. So do not fear little flock.  Don’t let fear 
control your life.   



 

We’re offered protection by Jesus and we’re encouraged by the Holy Spirit to 
disposition ourselves as grateful.  We take action because we’re grateful.  We serve 
because we’ve been given God’s grace.  We love because we are and will always be so 
deeply loved by God.  Because of Jesus’ guidance and promises of resurrection and 
new life--new beginnings every day--we can ride out those waves, we can take our tired 
bodies, hearts, and minds to plane above troubled waters and windy seas like a 
massive sailboat whose purpose it is to soar instead of sink! 
 

We’re called to dwell in the sweet spot of life every day as we go about our work in the 
world.  And I say work because it is work, indeed!  It’s work to remember that you’re 
exactly enough and who God created you to be.  It’s work to not know solid answers to 
life’s biggest questions as we put our hope in Christ to shape and guide us.  We don’t 
know why bad things happen to good people and vice versa yet we submit to that which 
is out of our control or we act according to the model of justice Jesus sets before us as 
a Good Shepherd.  Like him, we act humbly and care for the vulnerable, the weak in 
body, mind, or spirit.  Like Jesus, we chase after the lost--not because they’re lost 
necessarily but because we’re lost as a community when one of our own, which 
includes all, goes astray or is pushed away.  And like sheep, we are reminded that 
we’re safe as we walk with Jesus, the Good Shepherd.  Jesus calms stormy waters and 
rough seas turning water into life saving holy water that saves.  
 

We’re safe from death, so let’s not dwell on what’s scary and terrifying out there. That’s 
the devil’s game.  We’re safe from the detriments of sin so why not live grateful lives, 
giving life and your neighbor your all?  On this fourth Sunday of Easter, we’re reminded 
that we’re safe because Christ has shown us that he is constantly resurrecting and 
restoring us to wholeness come what may.  For that, there is much rejoicing to be 
done.  Take heart, dear friends, you’re in God’s hands.  Though wolves or waves may 
try to overtake us, feel the love of God today and throughout your week.  This is my 
prayer for you this morning.  Amen. 
 


